
HACCP (‘Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points’) guidelines dictate that we need a full 
logbook for temperature controlled stock. SMARTzero creates a digital version of this, 

ensuring we are ready for any audits as well 
as prioritising the safety of our customers.

Within 6 months of installing SMARTzero, The Teahouse have already been alerted within minutes 
of an appliance door accidentally being left open as the café was closing for the day. The phone 
notification provided the manager the information he required to know that a return to the premises 
was essential to resolve the issue to ensure there was no loss of stock.

SMARTzero is low-cost, reliable and self-installable, requiring no 
technical knowledge or specialist electrical installation. Within 30 
minutes, businesses can have real time data available to them on 
any device that has internet access.

Mr Sandip Nagar Business Owner,
The Teahouse
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SMARTzero is a web portal that allows owners/managers to remote 
monitor temperature & humidity of critical appliances in real time. 
You receive early warning of potential issues before they occur and 
regular compliance reports direct to your inbox.

SMARTzero Customer Testimonials 
"HACCP [‘Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points’] guidelines dictate that we need a full logbook 
for temperature controlled stock. SMARTzero creates a digital version of this, ensuring we are ready 
for any audits as well as prioritising the safety of our customers." 

Within 6 months of installing SMARTzero, The Teahouse have already been alerted within minutes of 
an appliance door accidently being left open as the café was closing for the day. The phone 
notification provided the manager the information he required to know that a return to the 
premises was essential to resolve the issue to ensure there in no loss of stock. 

SMARTzero is low-cost, reliable and self-installable, requiring no technical knowledge or specialist 
electrical installation. Within 30 minutes businesses can have real time data 
available to them on any device that has internet access.  

Mr Sandip Nagar 
Business Owner  
The Teahouse 

 

SMARTzero is a web portal that allows owners/managers to remote monitor 
temperature & humidity of critical appliances in real time. You receive early 
warning of potential issues before they occur and regular compliance reports 
direct to your inbox. 
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